Aging effects on the BDNF mRNA and TrkB mRNA expression of the hippocampus in different durations of stress.
Brain-derived neurotrophins factor (BDNF) belongs to the neurotrophins family which acts on neuronal survival and growth and has been associated with cognition process. TrkB is the primary signal transduction receptor for BDNF. In the present study, hippocampal BDNF and TrkB mRNA were detected by RT-PCR in 2- and 22-month rats, respectively, which were exposed to different durations of mild stress protocol of 8-day, 21-day and 28-day chronic unpredictable mild stress (CUMS). Observation of exploratory behavior in an open field (OF) test indicated stress levels and changes of spontaneous activity. We demonstrated that CUMS induced decrease of BDNF mRNA in two aged groups, but the increase change of TrkB mRNA compared with those of the control groups. Moreover, the changes of BDNF mRNA and TrkB mRNA measured in both the 21-day and 28-day stress groups represent obvious decrease than those of the 8-day stress groups, and the expression examined in young groups appeared to be higher than those of the aged group, especially in the 28-day stress groups. Results of OF test showed that explicit behaviors in two age groups decreased gradually with the process of stress revealing a depressive state under the stress condition. Meanwhile, the behaviors of young rats seemed to be more active than those of the aged rats, exhibiting weak adaptation to the stress. The study suggested that stress paradigm and aging certainly had effect on the regulation of BDNF mRNA and TrkB mRNA which might be related to damage and protection function of the hippocampus.